Art Potholders or Mug Rugs

Virginia Holloway
vcattholloway@gmail.com
781 510 9348

Sewing Machine and supplies

- Off-white or grey thread
- Seam ripper

*If you have one, a walking foot would be very helpful.*

Rotary cutting tools*

- Rotary Cutter new/sharp blade)
- Rotary cutting mat: 24”X 36” (best) or 18”X24”
- Rotary Cutting Ruler: at least 3” X 12”

*I will bring some extra cutters, mats, and assorted rulers you may borrow, but let me know what you need.*

Scissors-

Medium sized fabric shears, and thread snips are helpful.

Fabric

- 1 fat quarter of fabric for back and to incorporate in design
  It should harmonize with whatever front scraps and strips you would like to use for one or 2 pieces of about 10” square or round each.
- Scraps in colors you like for the 2 potholders or 4 mug mats or coasters. I can’t give you an exact amount, but bring enough to give you some choices, and some strips or larger pieces for the final edges.
- Cotton batting: enough for 2 layers for each piece for hot pads; one layer for coasters or mug rugs.
- If you like, I will provide a scrap bag of fabric and batting for a supply fee of $15. You'll need to give me some idea of what colors you like, or pick from what I have.

*Fat quarters are 18”X22” pieces that can be purchased or cut for or by you- choose 100% woven cotton fabrics of similar weight. If you buy half-yards, don’t bother cutting them before the first session. Fabric should be washed and ironed before the class if possible.*

Fabric, thread, and cutting tools may be found at any quilt or fabric store, or online. Contact me if you're not sure how to proceed.
*Cutting tools can be expensive, so any special combination deals with a mat, ruler and cutter should be considered.
*Your portable sewing machine should be in good working order, with the appropriate bobbin, needle and all of the feet. If you have the manual, bring it, and if there are other accessories or feet, bring them.